
(2)  Necessary quality of confidence (Coco Megarry J): prove value of info 
- P will argue that the quality, character, feature or property of [INFO] obtains a value worth 

protecting.  
 
(2.1)  Secrecy Requirement 

- Question of fact: sensitive to dynamics of each case  
 

Jane Doe v ABC (VCC: not binding in superior court) 
Facts • Info concerns a witness in a criminal trial and her true identity  
Issue • Open justice and open courts 

• P’s hurdle was, having appeared as a witness in an open court, how could she maintain that her 
identity was a secret? 

Held • Telling an intimate secret does not vitiate the secrecy. It instead brings them into their circle of 
confidence and imposes a duty (3rd element).   
- C.f. distributing info and letting anyone know willy nilly ≠ confidential (Lenah Meats). 

• Statutory regime in place for particular species of criminal proceedings that placed limitations 
on broadcasting the identity of certain witnesses.  
- Effect of statute brought everyone in the court room (governed by the statutory authority) 

into the circle of confidentiality to not broadcast info.  
- Presence of statute in Jane Doe c.f. to Lenah Meats.  
- Without the statute, the court room would be like the Lenah Meats’ factory. Rather than an 

easily accessible private place (LM), it would be an easily accessible public place = more 
accessible.  

- LM Gleeson CJ’s comments about the factory would be even more true in a court room. 
 

ABC v Lenah Game Meats 
Facts • Trespassers secretly filmed the stunning and killing of possums by the P’s employees in a meat 

processing factory 
• Film passed to ABC for broadcasting 

Held Gleeson CJ:  
• Meat processing factory wasn’t a secret despite being on private property. There were no limits 

or discrimination on what people/visitors could see. 
- “regularly visited by inspectors, and seen by other visitors who come to the premises for 

business or private reasons.  
- The operations are required to be, and are, licenced by a public authority, suggesting that 

info about the nature of those operations is not confidential.” 
• No attempts to control or protect dissemination of info, evidence of “special precautions” to 

avoid its operations being seen by people outside its organisation, or bring people into a circle 
of secrecy = no expectation for secrecy to exist.  

• Mere fact that info arises or exists on private property ≠ NQC  
- Property is private from POV of trespass: factor owners can evict  
- Property is sufficiently public from POV of law of confidence: info generated by factor ≠ 

private 
 

AFL v The Age 
Facts • Info of positive drugs tests from AFL players spread past its original holders into the hands of 

The Age.    
Issue • Whether confidential info had entered the public domain, and thus lost its confidentiality 

protection. 
• Is the info in question “so generally accessible that, in all circumstances, it cannot be regarded 

as confidential”? (Lord Goff in A-G v Guardian Newspapers). 



Held • Publication slip to small audience, c.f. Lenah Meats’s factory open to anyone.  
• If relative secrecy remains = confidential info 
• Degree of accessibility is an important factor 
Kellam J: Publication of confidential info in –  
• Widely circulating print media = info is in public domain ≠ confidential 
• Newspapers, TV station, radio, authorised websites, news dissemination sources = 

authoritative info trusted and held accountable to be accurate ≠ confidential 
- Fake news: reinforce distinction drawn here between knowledge obtained from reliable 

sources, and gossip acquired through speculation sources that aren’t curated with any 
robust fashion.  

• Online ‘discussion forums’ (anonymous gossip, opinions, trivia, rumour) = “still in the realm 
of speculation” and holds “no expectation of authenticity or veracity” = confidential nature 

 
 
(2.2)  Value Requirement  

- P will argue that the continued secrecy or nondisclosure of info is conducive to serving some interest 
to which merits equity’s protection.  

- Mere coincidence that information is a secret ≠ of value.  
- Must be some value or character at stake and worth protection.  

o Too banal or trivial; no human interest engaged ≠ of value.  
- Objective standard: value is independent of anyone’s subjective preferences 

o Mere market value (ppl willing to pay for info; celebrity info vs obscure info) ≠ equity’s 
protection.  

 
1. COMMERCIAL INFORMATION  

 
Talbot v General Television 

Facts • Freeland TV producer (Talbot) comes up with an idea for a program that millionaires with 
commercial success could be interviewed. 

• T pitches it to Channel 9, who rejects it but then A Current Affair play such a program. 
Held • Secrecy established = in making the pitch, T brought the people into his circle of confidence 

(Jane Doe reasoning). 
 To be protectable, the commercial secret has to be an ingenious creation of the human brain 

(Coco).  
• Despite each of T’s individual ideas, format, production notes, framing of questions to be 

asked, script and details were commonplace and obvious, the combination of those 
commonplace elements were protectable.  

• Together, they reflect a degree of ingenuity as a product of the human brain.  
• Low threshold of ingenuity: if it is original = sufficiently valuable 
• Harris J: “the kernel of the concept”, that is, the whole package of ideas, was preserved in 

secrecy by bringing Ch 9 into the circle of confidence.  
- The kernel was not being given away to the public = secrecy wasn’t lost.    

• Focus is not about the marketability in modern consumerism: equity’s conception of 
entrepreneurship is situated in the 19th century and not reflective of contemporary society.  

• Harris J’s “a saleable proposition” does not mean it must be commercially lucrative, but must 
be worthwhile or serious info. 

 C.f. O’Brien: 
• Tension between the lawyer’s intellectual effort for his complex tax evasion scheme, vs. the 

TV freelancer’s commonplace idea.  
• O’Brien’s ingenuity was explaining how the law works = inherently public in nature. 
• Talbot’s ingenuity may be more banal, but = can be privatised for TV production  
• Subject matter of info is important 

 
	


